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Harvey the Invisible!
foreword by 

Ramsey Campbell

For many years I was unable to name the first horror comic I read. It was one of an armful brought to me in 

bed by the teenage daughter of the owners of a small hotel in Southport when I was hardly even a teenager – 

the kind of situation one might dream of. I feasted on the cover imagery, but I’d barely read one comic when 

my mother found me at it and banned them all from my sight. I have to tell you that my fleeting introduction 

to the field must have been Weird Horror Stories, one of the very few British entries in the field. Published by 

Gannet Press of Birkenhead, the solitary issue seems to have done its utmost to resemble the originals, both 

the comics (especially the story titles) and their literary sources. As I put it together in my mind, My Feet Are 

Killing Me pinched the plot of Lovecraft’s “In the Vault” and added a grislier payoff, while Wail Fellow, Hell 

Met may have had its roots in Henry Kuttner. Lend Me Your Ears prefigured the Shakespearian mayhem of 

Theatre of Blood, and The Way to a Man’s Heart was a spectacularly ghastly literal interpretation of the old 

saw. I’d give much to see a copy of this fabulously rare publication.

Unusually for me, I wasn’t overtaken by a yearning for horror comics just because they were forbidden. 

Perhaps collecting Weird Tales and other magazines that had previously been denied me was enough, or 

my mother may have persuaded me that comics were beneath my attention (an attitude August Derleth, 

of all people, reinforced insofar as he thought only funny comics were worth one’s time). I remained 

an ignoramus on the subject until Barry Forshaw – then working at Beaver Radio in Liverpool, now 

a distinguished commentator on crime fiction – helped me to discover EC Comics in the seventies.  

I’m still catching up on the multitude of publishers who competed with EC, and now here’s Harvey.  

Let me attempt to recapture the experience.

A bound girl in a generously low-cut dress! A manic gravedigger burying a family of grotesques! We 

would hardly need the dare on the cover to lure us within the first issue of Witches Tales, and inside it our 

sorcerous host issues a further warning with grisly (indeed, gristly) relish. Can The Monster of Mad Mountain 

live up to all this? In the splash panel he’s vast enough to take on any of Stan Lee’s monthly monsters, and 

even if the story cuts him down to size, it has its own pulp poetry: “Why did the flickering lights burn later than 

the stars?” We may not be surprised by echoes of “The Black Cat” and James Whale’s Frankenstein, but I 

for one wouldn’t have expected Steinbeck and (in mad Mojuk’s soliloquy on the stormy peak) Shakespeare.

Is the old retired sea captain in Voodoo Vengeance related to Lovecraft’s Terrible Old Man? His history’s 

unquestionable, since he says “Avast” while flinging away his medicine. At times (as at EC) the panels are so 

heavy with text that the characters seem close to being crushed by their own speech balloons, but the art 

is strong enough to save them, and the plot is enviably unpredictable; far less inventive EC tales have been 

filmed. Launched in Blood takes us back to sea, and looks as if a Classics Illustrated adaptation of Moby-

dick has been invaded by ghosts out of Hope Hodgson. The Dead Won’t Die seems uncannily paralysed by 

the reappearances of its vengeful apparition – even the frequent images of a speeding car look frozen. The 

jittery quadruple image of the hysterically laughing hood might almost be trying to shake him out of his stasis. 

How many childhood nightmares may have been provoked by the cover of the second issue? It’s no 

use cringing away from all the horrors around and under your bed; there’s another one waiting behind 

you to slip a sack over your noggin. Bigger boys might have been more interested in the victim’s lingerie 

and its contents, but let’s move on to the tales. How could someone by the name of Squint not have The 

Evil Eye? It’s a valuable organ for a while, and even the subject of puns until he voyages to Egypt, where 

a resurrected ancient king says “Arghh!” Perhaps he and his fellow mummies are 

confused that the action shown in the opening splash panel doesn’t feature in the narrative. For all the fun 

the ingenious story provides, the image of the three figures boarding the boat carries a genuine chill, and the 

final panels shift the story towards myth; we may assume one of the Harvey writers was fond of seafaring 



The seemingly inexhaustible Jack Sparling was born John Edmond 
Sparling in Winnipeg, Manitoba in the June of 1916. When he was still 
only very young, his family headed south across the border on a long 
journey that took them to New Orleans. At an early age, he demonstrated 
a talent for drawing, which was honed at the Arts and Crafts Club in New 
Orleans and developed further at the Corcoran School of Art. His first 
published artwork would appear as cartoon styled gags on the editorial 
page for the New Orleans Item-Tribune.
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In 1939, Sparling dropped the single 
panel gag format to collaborate with 
writers Drew Pearson and Robert S. 
Allen on creating a comic strip centred 
upon news reporter Hap Hopper, for the 
Washington Correspondent. He would 
remain with his creation until 1943, when 
he was succeeded by the aspiring Al 
Plastino. He now turned his attention to 
developing the Claire Voyant daily strip, 
which premiered in the May of 1943. It was 
signed up by the Chicago Sun-Times 
Syndicate and published in many daily 
newspapers across the United States until 
they took the decision to cancel it in 1948.

While working as a strip artist he also 
supplied some beautiful pencil work for 
the Edgar Rice Burroughs creation Nyoka 
in Fawcett’s Master Comics between 
1944 and 1947. His ability to embellish 

a luscious female cast observed in both 
Nyoka and Claire Voyant brought him 
to the attention of Lev Gleason and later  
St. John, who immediately assigned him to 
their romance titles. 

Sparling soon expanded his horizons 
to illustrate a variety of promotional 
comics, which refined his skills as a 
highly competent draughtsman and 
developed his ability to understand the 
demands of lucrative commercial clients. 
This was exemplified in the 16 page 
giveaway he illustrated for Malcolm Ater 
and the Democratic National Committee 
in 1948, entitled The Story of Harry S. 
Truman. Sparling had worked with the 
virtually unknown Ater a year before on 
the giveaway The History of Gas for 
the American Gas Association. When 
Ater presented a former employer V. Y 
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Jack Sparling
(June 21, 1916 - February 15, 1997, Canada)
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Information Source: Grand Comics Database!  
A nonprofit, Internet-based organization of international volunteers dedicated to building a database covering all printed comics throughout the world.

If you believe any of this data to be incorrect or can add valuable additional information, please let us know www.comics.org
All rights to images reserved by the respective copyright holders. All original advertisement features remain the copyright of the respective trading company.

Privacy Policy
All portions of the Grand Comics Database that are subject to copyright are licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. 

This includes but is not necessarily limited to our database schema and data distribution format.
The GCD Web Site code is licensed under the GNU General Public License.

Witches Tales
January 1951 - Issue #1

Cover Art - Unknown

The Monster of Mad Mountain
Script - Unknown
Pencils - Al Avison

Inks - Al Avison

Voodoo Vengeance
Script - Unknown

Pencils - Rudy Palais
Inks - Rudy Palais

Launched in Blood
Script - Unknown

Pencils - John Sink
Inks - John Sink

The Dead Won’t Die
Script - Unknown
Pencils - Tom Gill

Inks - Tom Gill
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Witches Tales
Volume 1

Witches Tales
Volume 2

Witches Tales
Volume 3

Witches Tales
Volume 4

Collect all 4 Volumes of Witches Tales from PS Artbooks


